INVESTIGATE SECURED STATE

SECURITY CONTROL
SYSTEMS FOR THE
CORRECTIONS INDUSTRY
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“During more than a decade of providing design services from initial
concept to post-occupancy evaluation, I have worked with hundreds of
firms that provide products or services to the AEC industry. Creative
Technologies has exceeded all of my expectations, provided a higher
standard of care on a consistent and ongoing basis, and made me look
better than any other firm with whom I work.”
— Hugh D. Lester, Consultant
Creative Technologies has been manufacturing electronic security
control systems for over 20 years. Recently, we branded our systems
“Secured State”. Secured State’s systems are built using common sense
principles designed for reliability and maintainability. System engineering
is accomplished using Secured State’s Right from the Start software
collaboration tools. Software is developed using standard software
development products. Computers use Intel® architecture for reliability and
continuous operation. Omron, a multi-billion dollar, global organization,
provides our Programmable Logic Controllers.
Our equipment racks are assembled and
wired to the demanding standards and
requirements of UL 508A. Prior to shipping,
all systems are fully assembled, connected,
and 100% tested. All of these factors equate
to the highest level of standardization,
consistency, and quality in the industry.
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One of our major strengths is our background
in electrical contracting. Through many years
of hands-on experience, with all types of
electrical equipment, we have learned what
makes equipment easy to install and maintain.
While many in the corrections industry have
opted for miniaturization, compactness,
and lighter materials (at the expense of
installation and maintainability) — we have
not. We build systems that can withstand the
strong-armed electrician during installation
and provide plenty of space for the
maintenance person in years to come.

Our hardware is modular, easy to troubleshoot,
and built for sustainability. However, the bestbuilt system is of little value without logical, concise documentation to install
and maintain it. This is where we stand above others in our industry that
provide inadequate documentation or sometimes no documentation at all.
We have always built simple, reliable, and well-documented systems that
can be maintained by the end-user. Our interactive documentation software
takes this commitment one step further, providing a simple means for system
and device maintenance. With this tool the user can navigate system
documentation by “clicking” a field device symbol on a floor plan graphic
with a mouse. What could be simpler or faster?
Creative Technologies is committed to building the finest systems in the
industry with the documentation to support them.

For more information, visit www.securedstate.com

